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Level 1 Geography, 2015
91008  Demonstrate geographic understanding of 

population concepts

9.30 a.m. Thursday 12 November 2015 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate geographic understanding 
of population concepts.

Demonstrate in-depth geographic 
understanding of population concepts.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
geographic understanding of population 
concepts.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2 – 12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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INSTRUCTIONS 

In the box below, name a region, country (or countries) that you will use for your population case 
study. 

Name of region, country (or countries) population case study: 

_fnc/ia. _ Cu1d _ _A!ttv 7:et;/ono/. _______________ 

You should provide detailed case study material from this region, country (or countries) when 
answering ALL of the questions in this booklet. 

QUESTION ONE: Population Distribution 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 

Patterns are a distinctive arrangement of things or objects. �eography studies spatial 

patterns (the arrangement of features on the earth's surface), and temporal patterns (how 

characteristics, trends, and features change over time). 

Distribution of World Population by Country 

Equator 

Source (adapted): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:World_population.svg#mediaviewer/File:World_population.svg 
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aolsen
Text Box
The candidate describes the difference between the Northern and Southern hemisphere with the use of pattern words and with some supporting evidence. 

aolsen
Text Box
Map is fully coloured, has places names and key completed - no extra annotations





aolsen
Text Box
Candidate fully explains by using specific evidence and showing a clear understanding of changes in the population distribution of India.

aolsen
Text Box
      E7

aolsen
Text Box
This answer was awarded an E7 because although the map was weaker over all the candidate demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of the concepts of patterns and change.
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QUESTION TWO: Population Change 

Read the geographic concept below and refer to it when answering this question. 

Geographic Concept 

Change involves any alteration to the natural or cultural environment. Change can 

be spatial and I or temporal. Change is a normal process in both natural and cultural 

environments. It occurs at varying rates, at different times, and in different places. 

Change can bring about further change. 

The Demographic Transition Model 

Source (adapted): http ://2012books. lardbucket.org/books/regional-geography-of-the-world-globalization-people-and

places/s04-04-globalization-and-development. html 

The Demographic Transition Model shows five stages of change in a population over time. 

(a) Fully describe what Stage 2 and Stage 4 of the model show.

You should refer to the model and the concept of change.

Stage 2: j_\'.l.__sJ=Q_ge_�_yalL CO.tL:5e__e t�+ me_ bTrfh •O +e 1'5 ____ 

yev0-�bPt}he_dfttfn ro,J�; 5 v1 15o /!or(/� _ _h,�&__ ________ 
t}if __ ft?tO'l_l -J2°--J2-� 1-(c" 1"s r 15 f 0@_hj N e_x_e._c_,___Ih e _bf y ff;

_0_Y\cl c/e0i f h r-o+er lbjr+b!Jcfe(}fA f Jer- 1oc1e1_l_JV1°'Y-Jx !11�/J
__ dLLt. +e lock c ldeOJn_w� +er ) bcid oo._nh 1' tt�),'Cn c;..YJ_C( __ 
} 1Wl 1'-l--ccl v{ c e '£_ }p cJe o r--1.Nfr-l- e r� � �j·tl;JJ< ______ _ 

-------------
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aolsen
Text Box
The candidate clearly describes what the graph shows.  Some explanation



aolsen
Text Box
A detailed understanding with some insight into the application of the DTM to New Zealand. The candidate uses relevant evidence to show the change that has occurred in NZ's population.  Overall this answer in a Low E 7







aolsen
Text Box
The candidate identifies an issue and  has some detailed evidence to support the issue and its solution.In general candidates who used New Zealand as their case study found this question more difficult to provide solutions that the government or agencies are working on.

aolsen
Text Box
   M6
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Low Excellence exemplar for Geography 91008 2015 Total score 20 

Q Grade score Annotation 

 E7 Overall, the candidate demonstrates a comprehensive understanding 
of population concepts. 

 




